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Greetings from the Director

Bryan Santo, PE
Director, 

Macomb County 
Department of Roads

The Macomb County Department of Roads (MCDR) Traffic & 
Operations Annual Report for 2018 showcases our prominent 
achievements over the past year.  Our Traffic & Operations division 
oversees a variety of tasks, from the hands-on installation and 
maintenance of traffic signs and signals on our roads to the 
advanced technological activities of our state-of-the-art Traffic 
Operations Center (TOC).    

We are constantly striving to make our roads safer and more 
convenient for the residents and visitors of Macomb County through 
research, technology and a vision toward the future.  This vision 
includes our involvement in the connected vehicles concept that is 
sweeping the nation, and we have formed many valuable partnerships 
to stay on the forefront of this exciting technology. 

While this report covers only a portion of the work our staff has 
accomplished, the Department of Roads will continue with these and 
many more innovative projects into 2019 and beyond.  When it comes 
to advancing transportation, Macomb County is paving the way.
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Service Requests
A core focus of MCDR TOC operations is customer service. Operations technicians 
serve Macomb County by assessing concerns and responding to residents, local 
businesses and the motoring public.  The TOC receives service requests for the 
MCDR Traffic & Operations Department via phone, email, walk-ins and other 
communications. There were 2,035 service requests received in 2018, which 
were distributed to different groups that work within the Traffic & Operations 
Department.  The Sign Department repairs, replaces and installs new traffic 
signs throughout the county.  The Traffic Engineering team reviews infrastructure 
improvements and manages projects.  The Traffic Operations group develops 
signal timings to keep traffic flowing as safely and smoothly as possible, and the 
Electrical Department fixes electrical issues and repairs traffic signal equipment.  If 
you have questions or concerns regarding Macomb County roads, signs or traffic 
signals, please contact us at 586-463-8671 or geninfo@rcmcweb.org.  
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Macomb County is leading 
the nation as one of the few 
counties implementing next 
generation mobility strategy 
and infrastructure. 

One major component 
of this strategy is 
MCDR’s partnership with 
automakers, the Michigan Department of Transportation 
(MDOT), local municipalities, universities and suppliers 
to research and advance the use of connected vehicle 
(CV) technology. Simply put, CV technology allows 
vehicles and infrastructure to communicate. This can 
have profound implications for reducing traffic crashes, 
minimizing congestion and supporting autonomous 
vehicles. According to research cited by the United States 
Department of Transportation (USDOT), applications of 
connected vehicles have the potential to eliminate more 
than 400,000 crashes and 7,000 fatalities a year while 
also decreasing winter weather-related freeway incidents 
by 25%. Additionally, implementation of signal operations 
optimization and freeway lane management applications 
could yield fuel savings of up to 22%*. 

This is made possible through the use of Roadside Units 
(RSU), a key component of CV technology.  RSUs are 
transceiver devices that are installed at intersections 
and other locations to securely and anonymously share 
information with vehicles. 

Here’s how they work:
• RSUs are Dedicated Short Range Communication 

(DSRC) radios used to send and receive data. 
Information is updated continuously for real-time use.   

• Data can be relayed to vehicles to provide drivers with 
valuable information. For instance, Traveler Information 
Messages (TIMS) sent from an RSU can transmit 
messages regarding inclement weather, traffic signal 
changes, safety information or traffic conditions. 
  

• RSUs can improve vehicle safety by employing collision 
avoidance applications such as construction zone or 
red light warning systems.  Another safety application is 
preemptive signal prioritization for emergency vehicles. 
Signal prioritization allows the RSU to acknowledge 
a dispatched emergency vehicle is approaching. The 
RSU then sends a request to change the signal to green 
for passage of the emergency vehicle through the 
intersection. This application not only makes the roads 
safer for the emergency vehicle and motorists, but also 
decreases critical response time.

By the start of 2019, 27 RSUs have been installed within 
Macomb County. An additional 320 RSUs will be deployed 
throughout 2019.  MCDR plans to complete the deployment 
of RSUs to the remaining signalized intersections by 2022.

*ITS Joint Program Office, U.S. Department of Transportation, Connected Vehicle Benefits, its.dot.gov/factsheets/pdf/connectedvehiclebenefits.pdf

Technology
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CHAPTERSafety

Boxspan Traffic Signal Upgrades
Working with MDOT, MCDR has been pursuing an initiative to convert 
traditional diagonal span traffic signal intersections to box span 
configurations with high visibility signal backplates. As the illustrations 
show, these two signal methods have very different layouts:

Diagonal Span Configuration
• Two traffic signals are located in the middle of an intersection.
• The signals are suspended on wires secured by two poles placed kitty 

corner to each other in the intersection.

Box Span Signal Configuration
• Signals are aligned from each corner of the intersection (thus, the “box” 

design).
• Box spans utilize one signal head per lane, so unnecessary signals are 

removed from the field of view.
• Backplates are installed to improve signal visibility by creating greater 

light contrast to the surrounding black plate.

There are several advantages to the box span 
configuration, including the design being safer. 
By locating the signals on the opposing leg of the 
intersection, the lights are easier for drivers to see 
because they are better positioned within the driver’s 
“cone of vision.”  The placement is especially helpful for 
drivers with impacted vision and elderly drivers.  Using 
one signal head per lane improves driver 
recognition and reaction to signal changes 

and is shown to reduce the frequency of red light running.   
With the signals located above individual lanes outside the 
center of the intersection, box spans create a safer and 
more productive area for maintenance workers. A research 
paper commissioned by MDOT concluded that Box Span 
installations reduce overall crashes, injuries, fatalities and 
significantly decrease angle type crashes*.

SE Michigan Crashes by County Difference

County 2017 2018 Crashes Percent 

Macomb 25,385 25,784 399 1.6%

Oakland 41,783 40,814 -969 -2.3%

Wayne 54,920 54,072 -848 -1.5% 

SEMCOG 145,427 144,104 -1323 -0.9%

Diagonal Span Intersection

Box Span Intersection
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2018 Crash Statistics
The Southeast Michigan Council of Governments (SEMCOG) tracks motor vehicle crashes on a yearly basis. The 
information helps identify potential trends and provides valuable information for making safety improvements. After a 
reduction of crashes from 2016 to 2017, there was an increase within Macomb County in 2018.  Weather, construction 
and increases in vehicle miles traveled have been shown to negatively impact crash rates. Macomb County arterial 
roadways experienced an influx of traffic due to major road construction projects in the region.  One major project was the 
reconstruction of I-696, which required the closure of westbound I-696 for much of the year.

* Kwigizile, V. et al., “Evaluation of Michigan’s Engineering Improvements for Older 
Drivers”, Technical Report, RC 1636, Sept. 2015, pg. 97. Research Gate

Traffic Signal with 
installed backplate



The MCDR TOC is committed to assisting 
Macomb County and its partners improve 
safety and operations through creative 
applications.  The TOC has a 20’ x 50’ video 
wall that allows for the viewing of 291 traffic 
cameras.  From the TOC, engineers are able 
to make real-time changes to traffic signals.  
The TOC works in collaboration with county 
personnel and partners to assist the motoring 
public and provide unique solutions to dynamic 
scenarios.  The following are two examples of 
services provided by the TOC in 2018.

School CCTV Integration
The Traffic & Operations Department strives 
to support stakeholders. The TOC and various law enforcement agencies worked closely with Macomb County IT, 
Macomb County Emergency Management, Utica Community Schools and Romeo Community Schools to simulate 
an emergency situation. The TOC integrated Utica High School’s in-house CCTV system into the TOC video wall.  This 
ability to work closely with partners and instantly share video allows multiple agencies to make real-time assessments 
and improve responses during emergency situations. 

Procession Support
On February 20, 2018, the TOC assisted Macomb 
County Sheriff Dispatch with the funeral procession 
for fallen Detroit Police Officer, Darren M. Weathers.  
TOC operations technicians monitored the route and 

provided real-time updates to Sheriff Dispatch. Engineers assisted 
with traffic control by changing the signals into a “flash” condition  as 
the procession moved from Detroit to Clinton Township.  The team 
worked together to allow for an unimpeded procession to honor the 
fallen hero.  

Operations
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CHAPTER

Engineering

Ranking Arterial Corridor Composite Index

1 Dequindre Road 81.8

2 21 Mile Road 78.0

3 Garfield Road 75.4

4 Metropolitan Parkway 72.3

5 M-53 (Van Dyke Avenue) 70.3

6 14 Mile Road 67.3

7 M-59 (Hall Road) 66.9

8 Hayes Road 63.2

9 Mound Road 62.9

10 Schoenherr Road 61.0

11 23 Mile Road 61.0

12 M-97 (Groesbeck Highway) 60.1

13 Harper Road 58.7

14 Ryan Road 51.3

15 M-3 (Gratiot Avenue) 51.2

16 15 Mile Road 49.6

Corridor Ranking
MCDR continuously endeavors to make 
operational improvements within the roadway 
system.  However, determining where to 
implement enhancements can be a challenge.  
This is where corridor ranking becomes useful.  
Corridor ranking analyzes major corridors to 
determine which are operating well and which 
could use improvements.  This study can also 
identify “bottlenecks” to better understand why 
a corridor is performing poorly. 

The county follows the Purdue University 
methodology for ranking arterial corridors.  
This method uses vehicle travel times along 
selected roadways for the year under review.  
The travel time data are refined to eliminate 
events such as inclement weather and traffic 
crashes.  The refined data give a more accurate 
representation of how the corridor operates, so 
engineers can focus on developing the most 
effective improvements.  The next step is data 
normalization.  Normalizing the data allow 
corridors with different characteristics to be 
properly compared with one another. The actual 
travel times of corridors are contrasted with the 
designed travel times to show how predictable a 
corridor is to navigate. This information is used 
to calculate the corridor’s composite index.  
The higher the composite index, the worse the 
corridor functions.  The following table shows 
the corridor rankings for 2017.  
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• For traffic incident updates in Macomb 
County resulting from lane or roadway 
closures, sign up for GovDelivery 
at roads.macombgov.org/Roads-
Departments-TOC.  Hours of service are 
Monday - Friday 6:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

• MCDR TOC operations technicians 
received Citizen Awards for assistance 
provided to the Macomb County Sheriff 
Dispatch.  County Sheriff, Anthony M. 
Wickersham, wrote, “Technicians work 
closely as a team with our dispatchers. 
Their knowledge and swift action 
contribute to our public safety efforts and 
is appreciated by the Sheriff’s Office.”

• The Traffic & Operations Department 
participated in international outreach 
by conducting a tour of the TOC for 
delegates of the Republic of San Marino.  
The representatives of this European 
country witnessed the innovative 
technologies and systems MCDR uses 
to enhance mobility and increase safety 
on the roads.

• MCDR partnered with MDOT and  
SMART to demonstrate the capabilities 
of connected vehicles.  The group 
created a real-world exhibit on M-97 
(Groesbeck Highway) for ITS America’s 
Annual Conference.  The demonstration 
showed the benefits of more reliable 
transit by applying bus prioritization with 
DSRC to minimize traffic signal delay for 
outfitted buses.

Engagement

To get info to us

Main: 586-463-8671 geninfo@rcmcweb.org

roads.macombgov.org
Subscribe to incident notification online

/MacombRoads

Website GovDelivery signup

@

@MacombNewsNow

We’re here for you!

Macomb County 
Department of Roads

John Abraham, PhD, PE, PTOE
Director of Traffic & Operations

Macomb County Department of Roads

117 South Groesbeck Highway, 
Mount Clemens, MI 48043

Office Hours of Operation: Monday - Friday 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.


